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I) Fill in the blanks 

1. A coconut tree is _______ thing.  (Living/non-living) 

2. Living things need _______ to breathe.  (Air/Water) 

3. Plants breathe through their_______.(gills/stomata) 

4. A kitten_______ into a cat.(grows/eat) 

5. Living things need_______ to live.(food/flowers) 

6. The flat and broad part of leaf is called the_______.(main vein /leaf blade) 

7. The _______ supports the plant above the ground.(root/stem) 

8. Exercise makes the body_______.(healthy/fat) 

9. Carrots and bean have_______ roots.(fibrous/tap) 

10. ________ helps to see objects.(light/sound) 

II) State true or false 

1. Birds do not need food to live. 

2. Man made things are living things. 

3. Animals do not have feelings. 

4. Radish plant has tap roots. 

5. Reproductive system helps in producing young ones. 

6. All bones together form a muscle. 

7. Kidneys help in excretion of urine from our body. 

8. Noise is pleasant for your ears. 

9. Non luminous object gives out light. 

10. Force can make a moving object stop. 

III) Choose the correct answer 

1. Which of the following is a natural thing? 

a) Bag             b) water          c) buildings 

2. The part that becomes a fruit. 

a) Flower        b) leaves.        C) seed 

3. The part of the plant that grows above the ground is called______. 

a) Shoot          b) root             c) seed 

4. Air contains_______ 

a) Dust            b) gases            c) gases, water vapour and dust 

5. The change of weather after few months is known as 

a) Season         b) rain               c) gale 

IV) Circle the odd one out 

1. Leaf , root , shoot , stones 

2. Road , buildings , bridges , river 

3. Leg , nose , ear , skin 

4. Summer , storm , winter , monsoon 

5. Nose , lungs , kidneys , windpipe 

V) Draw a well labelled diagram of PARTS OF PLANT 

 


